AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
AUSTRALIA CASE STUDY
How Amnesty International Australia used Aerofiler
to go from hard copy filing and spreadsheets to
automated contract management

OVERVIEW
Amnesty International is an NGO with a
mission to ensure that the human rights of
every person in the world are protected and
promoted.
Katie Wood is Amnesty International
Australia's Legal Counsel and Company
Secretary. She advises Amnesty on legal
matters ranging from contracts, to IP, to
corporate law.

“I'm loving it. I'm about to get a
colleague to put in all of our
current contracts, which is
fantastic and saving everyone
time and money on tracking our
contract obligations.”
Katie Wood, Legal Counsel and
Company Secretary

Before Aerofiler, Amnesty was using Excel
spreadsheets and hard copy filing to
manage contracts.
This caused challenges diarising key dates,
leaving Amnesty with poor visibility over the
timing of contractual terminations and
renewals.
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THE SOLUTION
Rapid Onboarding: With a resource-

Termination and Renewal Tracking: Rather

constrained legal team, Amnesty needed a

than manually tracking dates through

solution that would allow them to get up

Outlook, Amnesty can now generate

and running immediately without a
complicated setup.
Keyword Searching: Instead of having to

dynamic reports and receive automatic
alerts about upcoming terminations and
renewals

open up and read PDF files one by one,
Amnesty can now perform keyword
searches and have all results displayed on a
single screen.

RESULTS

90%

Reduction in time
searching for contracts

CONCLUSION
Aerofiler has delivered value to Amnesty for
"everything related to proper management
of contracts".
Katie highly recommends Aerofiler for legal
professionals who want to replace
spreadsheets and hard copy filing with an

100%

Visibility into contractual
obligations

automated system that will allow them to
easily search key terms and track key
dates.
Contact us today at info@aerofiler.com to
discuss how we can help your team
automate contract management.
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